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When: Tuesday, March 19 from 9:30—4:00
Where: Presbytery office, 4055 Abbott Drive, Willmar
Cost: $15 at the door, checks preferred and payable to
the Presbytery of Minnesota Valleys.
Register: Call Karen Lange at 320-235-7910 or email
karen@minnesotavalleys.org.
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Speaker: Rev. Felicia LaBoy, MA,
MDIV, Ph.D. Dr. LaBoy is known
for her inspirational, practical, and
common-sense approach to
ministry and business. She is a
popular speaker and expert in the
fields of faith- based community,
economic and leadership
development; evangelism; and race
relations.
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Many clergy and church leaders spend countless hours reading and
in live and webinar training on how to move their congregations
forward. However, movement forward is often hard or nonexistent. In this highly interactive seminar, participants work on
what is really holding them and their congregations back from
achieving their vision for the future. Utilizing biblical and
theological resources, as well as best practices from transition and
change management, participants will begin to develop strategies
for how to help their congregants deal with uncertainty, loss, and
change.
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